ABSTRACT. Preliminary results of our infrared observations from 2.3 up to 10 and 20 microns of the Be-X-ray stars X Per, yCas and HDE 245770.indicate the presence of an ionized circumstellar disk with an electron density law of the type n e o<r~3«5. x Per and yCas show besides,variable infrared excess at 10^ suggesting variability in the stellar wind. LS I+65°010 presents an anomalous infrared energy distribution for a Be star.
INTRODUCTION.
In the last years,many galactic X-ray sources have been identified with B-emission line stars (Bradt et al.1978) . Maraschi et al.(l976) propose the Be stars as a new class of X-ray transient in which the sudden variations in mass-loss rate from the star in the presence of a compact companion,could produce transient X-ray emission.
High-dispersion IUE spectrograms of several Be stars show asymmetric or violet-shifted ultraviolet resonance lines,indicating the presence of moderately strong stellar wind with terminal velocities ranging from 700 to 1100 Km s" (Dachs,1980) • The observed variabilities in different spectral regions (ultraviolet,optical and infrared) of some Be stars ( Doazan et al.1980; Henrichs et al.1980; Slettebak et al. 1979; Ferrari-Toniolo et al.1978 and Elias et al.1978 ) suggests a variability in the characteristics of the stellar wind.
In order to determine the wind parameters of the Be stars,and to look at the infrared variability,four Be stars optical counterparts of galactic X-ray sources have been observed during 1978-1980. The infrared observations from 2.3 up to 10 and 20 microns were carried out at the 2.3 m infrared telescope of the University of Wyoming, using a Ge-bolometer. Table I reports the log of the IR observations and the optical and X-ray characteristics of the observed Be stars. Rrring 1978-80,the Be starsyCas and X Per have been observed in different occasions.Infraed variability has been found especially at longer wavelengths.The IR light-curves of X Per seem to be correlated to the^risual light-curve and will be discussed in a forthcoming paper. HDE 245770 has been observed during an X-ray quiescent phase and very close (Sept.25) to the recent X-ray flare-up of Oct.2 ( Oda, 198o) . 
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No significative infrared variations has been found during these X-rayphases. The IR energy distribution for our observed stars,were obtained correcting the measured magnitudes for the standard i.s. reddening law and the visual extintions reported in Table II , The continuum IR spectrum ofyCas relative to the period 1980 Aug.-Sept.,was compared to the model described by Poeckert and Marlborough(1978) .The best fit results for an electron density of the envelope n e (R*)=1.78 10^cm""^. The IR excess (difference between the observed flux and the Kurucz model of the star) (open circle in the figures)shows a power spectrum law S^^Cj^between 5 and 10 microns with a spectral indexCt~1.0 for X Per, yCas and HDE 24577O. This observed spectral index,different from a ff+bf spectrum with electron density n e ©<r"^ (ft^O.65)jindicates a steeper electron density law in the envelope surrounding our Be stars. available at https://www.cambridge.org/core/terms. https://doi.org/10.1017/S0074180900037888
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Using the spectral slope obtained by Hartmann (1978) for a thin isothermal disk,we derive n e o<r~3.5 implying acceleration of the wind in the region where originates the 5 -10 microns radiation. Prom our measured IR excess at 10. .and using the spherical ff+bf models with a wind velocity law of the -type v(r)= (0.01+0.99(1 -R*/r)r )developed by Persi et al.(l980) f we obtain a value of mass-loss rate for yCas,X Per and HDE 245770. These values of M,reported in Table II , and obtained for an exponential velocity f$ =1-2,could be overestimated because of the spherical symmetry of the envelope here adopted. The very reddened star LS 1+6^010 (A V =4.1) shows an anomalous infrared energy distribution with respect to other Be star (see Pig.2b). The flux at 5 micron could suggest the presence of dust surrounding the star.Purther IR observations especially at longer wavelengths need to confirm the presence of dust in LS I +65010.
